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Foreword
Being Salt and Light

“ You are the salt of the earth. ...You are the light of the world. A 
city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and 
put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light 
to everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before 
others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in 
heaven.” (Matthew 5:13-16)

The Church, that is those who have been called out of spiritual 
darkness into the marvellous light of God, was set up to impact 
society: to battle for the souls of men, and also to act as an agent 
of social transformation. In the Redeemed Christian Church of 
God (RCCG), our commitment is to building such a Church, one 
based on firm biblical foundations, where we truly are the salt and 
the light of the world, impacting the nations for our God, just as 
Jesus Christ intended. 

This resource Starter Guide to Social Action is one more significant 
step by the RCCG in the United Kingdom as we continue to 
take territory for our Lord and Saviour. Of course, it is common 
knowledge that the RCCG takes seriously social engagement with 
communities in the nations in which we operate. The commitment 
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of our General Overseer Pastor Enoch Adejare Adeboye in this 
regard is well-known, appreciated and continues to inspire many 
to impact their world to the glory of our God. 

I commend the work of the Social Action Group in putting together 
this publication to help our churches, pastors and those called to 
this aspect of Kingdom business to become better at what they 
do. This resource, as the title declares, is a beginner’s guide, aimed 
at introducing the basics of social action activity for Kingdom 
purposes. Many other publications and resources are planned by 
the Social Action Group in the days ahead for the benefit of many. 

You are, therefore, encouraged to make good use of this Guide. 
It is packed with years of experience by some of our pastors who 
have been active in the field of social action ministry. It is a wise 
person who learns from the experience of those who possess the 
credibility to share relevant knowledge. Read it, meditate on it, 
pray over the ideas within it, and most importantly, take practical 
action irrespective of where you are on your social action journey. 
May God bless you. 

Pastor Agu Irukwu
Chairman
Board of Trustees and Executive Council, RCCG UK
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Introduction
Sent to Make a Difference

By Modupe Afolabi

“As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world” 
( John 17:18)

What the contributors have sought to do is to produce a guidebook 
that is stimulating, practical and helpful to churches as change 
agents in the community. It is their intention therefore that the 
Guide be used in a very practical sense, much of which may be 
worked out in small group meetings. Users of this Guide may 
approach it in linear or non-linear fashion, reading it as a whole 
or travelling to certain sections as might be required. 

Helpfully, the first chapter, The Mandate for Social Action, offers a 
succinct theological rationale for the involvement of the Church 
in social action, while the next, Understanding Your Community, 
speaks to the need to understand before attempting to engage, 
thereby preventing possible misunderstandings and even outright 
mission failure. The inevitable need for planning is addressed in 
the third chapter, Developing a Strategy for Social Action, which is 
quickly followed up with an exploration of how such strategies 
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may be translated into real action on the ground. 

The fifth chapter investigates the importance of strategic partnerships 
for social action between the church and other corporate players 
in the community, and also offers useful suggestions on how such 
partnerships may be forged. The subsequent three chapters provide 
hands-on testimonials drawn from social action practitioners 
who have generously offered the benefit of their experience in the 
comprehensive list of projects churches can relate to and adapt 
and apply to their own situations, as well as in the stories they 
tell to help flesh out these suggestions. An illuminating interview 
with a pastor committed to social engagement brings it all alive. A 
concluding chapter furnishes the reader with very useful answers 
to some Frequently Asked Questions about social action. 

It is the hope of the contributors and the publishers that the 
thoughts shared in this resource will help promote a more rounded 
understanding of what social action is and the Church’s meaningful 
engagement with it, with a view to portraying the person of our 
Saviour through acts of love and compassion. 
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Chapter 1

The Mandate for Social Action
By Tunde Balogun

Introduction

If  there is one thing that characterises the life and ministry of  Jesus, it 
is that he addressed the holistic needs of  humanity. He did not seem to 
entertain any real divide between the spiritual and everyday concerns of  
people. He met and touched people where they were in their spiritual, 
emotional, physical, and material situations. His interventions always 
met both felt and perceived needs: this is SOCIAL ACTION.  

We may not find the phrase ‘social action’ clearly spelt out in the Bible, 
but the concept and practice are both clearly portrayed throughout 
the pages of  Scripture. There are many passages, for instance, which 
showcase Jesus as a Master of  social action. One of  these says,

“Jesus traveled through all the towns and villages of  that area, teaching in the synagogues 
and announcing the Good News about the Kingdom. And he healed every kind of  
disease and illness. When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them because they 
were confused and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd. He said to his disciples, “The 
harvest is great, but the workers are few. So pray to the Lord who is in charge of  the 
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harvest; ask him to send more workers into his fields.” (Matthew 9:35-38 NLT)

Careful reflection on the above text shows that social action is not a 
new thing after all. It has been with society long before it became a 
fashionable buzz word in the Church and the public square.  

Social Action: Myth and Reality 

To separate myth from reality, it is helpful to note that SOCIAL 
ACTION is NOT:

• Just any community project;
• An avenue to simply raise funds;
• An ingenious ticket to societal recognition;
• The totality of the Church’s message (It only creates an opening); 

and 
• Just a discussion to make one look spiritual

Social Action: A Definition

Social Action is how we promote social change by finding solutions to 
the common problems within our communities. This happens as people 
are empowered to live better lives through socio-economic projects. The 
Christian remit for social action is to glorify God, and the local church 
does this by making itself relevant to its community as it participates in 
bringing solutions to some of the complex problems it faces. As we learn 
from Jesus, true social action is motivated by compassion. It is therefore 
not an option for the Church to embrace or reject, but a command to 
relish and obey. 
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Chapter 2

Understanding Your Community
By Segun Adenuga

Understanding My Community

“When the Church is practically living out the Gospel, faith becomes 
alive and our society is greatly blessed.  God’s kingdom is undoubtedly 
on the move and that is surely a true sign of hope for us all ”. 
(Sheila Bamber 2013)

To succeed in its mission to change society the local church must be 
intentional in its efforts to know the community it serves, to see it in 
terms of what it is now, what it has been, and what it could become. 
And the first step is to obtain a description of the community: its 
geography, as well as its socio-economic and political dimensions. 

What is a Community?

For the purpose of this guide let us understand the word ‘community’ 
in three different senses:

• People - In a given geographical location
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• Place -  Where people live, work or have something in common

• Interest - Where people share a common characteristic other than 
place, such as religious beliefs, sexual orientation, occupation or 
ethnic origin. For instance, we may speak of the ‘faith community’ 
or the ‘African community’. 

How Do We Describe A Community?

Describing a community entails understanding it in a number 
of ways which include its geographical, socio-cultural, political 
and economic settings. To understand your community is to be 
well-attuned to the physical, social and spiritual character of the 
community. Such understanding is often the key that unlocks the 
impact of the church within that locality. One of the prime tasks 
of the church, therefore, is to identify the dominant social and 
spiritual needs of the community by developing a relationship 
with the people, their culture and concerns.

The following questions will serve as guide: 

a. What are the physical markers of our community?
b. What vision does the church have for the community?
c. How do we achieve this vision?
d. Who can help us?

What are the physical markers of the community?

Physical Features
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To describe our community, we need to begin from the physical, 
tangible realities and structures around us, from which we progress 
to its more abstract and social features. Usually, there are buildings, 
architectural designs or even geographical features that give a 
community its presence. Importantly, people organise their patterns 
of residence and other social engagements around these physical 
structures. Sociologists and scholars of human geography note 
that people often develop a sentimental attachment towards the 
physical characteristics of where they live. 

Demographics

The knowledge of the distribution of the age, gender, language, 
social class, ethnicity and educational levels of those who constitute 
your community is extremely important to operating strategically. 
These demographics provide a window into the inner workings of 
daily life in the community. 

History 

A community’s history unveils its struggles and expectations. It 
also shows how their values and social norms were constructed, 
as well as explains why they do certain things which may appear 
puzzling to outsiders.   

Culture and Moral Codes 

To understand the social norms and culture of the community, 
it is important to ask several vital questions, some of which 
are: 
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• How they relate with foreigners? 
• What is the acceptable pattern of greeting and response? 
• What do they respect or despise? 
• What is the typical cultural meal? 
• How do people of the opposite sex relate? 
• Do they have a bias for some particular set of ethnic groups? 

What are Your Church’s Vision for the community?

A clear vision for your church’s interaction with the community, 
supported practically, is crucial to a successful social action plan. 
Some factors worth considering are:

• Health & Wellness (Keep-Fit Programmes)
• Accessible Support Services (Bus Services for Disabled)
• Entertainment & Recreation: sports days, summer fetes)
• Spiritual  (Counselling, Pastoral Care)
• Cultural (Festivals, Cultural Dances, Foods) 
• Education & Intellectual Empowerment (After-School Clubs, 

Summer Children’s Programmes)
• Employment & Finance ( Job Clubs, Outdoor Events)
• Outdoor Events (Picnics)
• Shelter and Housing (Projects for the Homeless)
• Social & Corporate (Engaging Local Businesses)
• Safety & Protection (Street Pastors, Child Protection)
• Family Life & Children (Nurseries, Parenting Classes)
• Community Welfare (Foodbanks, Co-operatives)
• Youths ( Jobs, Leadership Training)
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How Do We Get There?

Here are some tips for achieving your vision and goals:

Through compassion 

This means we must get involved in the things that are important 
to the community, not just what we care about, even if this doesn’t 
translate into numerical growth. 

Invest outside the church  

Compassion leads the church to invest in practical solutions to 
people’s needs. Food banks, medical clinics, children’s homes, help 
to single parents etc, have channelled resources from the church to 
the community. And what a huge difference this makes! 

On their terms 

Without getting sloppy about your theology, going “liberal” or 
abusing grace, a willingness to adapt to be inclusive is vital. Many 
un-churched people may be willing to try you out and even stay! 
Insisting on your own terms may grow your church, and yet not 
impact the community. 

Offer good relationships 

Good programmes, like a strong Children’s program, are important. 
But to be relationship-oriented is better. To emphasise relationships, 
is to gain the potential to change the community.
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Be relevant 

Seek to be relevant to the community. This may mean being prepared 
to make adjustments to your traditions, liturgy, and communication 
methods.   It is unhelpful for instance to communicate with people 
in Christianese about things that don’t matter to their lives. 

Who Can Help Us?

Identifying Appropriate Stakeholders 

Every member of a community is a potential helper. Very vital 
information may be obtained from those on the margins of the 
community, but it is important to seek out individuals in key 
positions in the community such as:  

• Elected officials – Councillors, MPs etc
• The Local Council
• Local Police Chiefs
• Head Teachers, Principals and Teachers
• Leaders of Health & Human Service Organisations & Health 

Professionals
• Faith Groups and Ethnic Group Leaders
• Community Activists
• Service Club: Chamber of Commerce, Veterans’ Organisations, Lions, 

Rotary, 
• People Without Titles, but identified by others as “Community  

Leaders.”
• Big business leaders (these may be local or large corporations with
 local branches)
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• Existing Groups.  Examples are service clubs, faith groups, 
youth organisations, sports teams and clubs, community-wide 
organisations, groups formed around shared interests, self-help, 
advocacy, and activism.  Knowledge of these groups can pave the 
way for alliances or facilitate better understanding of those who 
hold opposing views to the church. 

• Existing Institutions. Examples are colleges and universities, 
libraries, religious institutions, and hospitals. These institutions 
are usually influential because of the credibility they have in the 
community. It’s important to know who represents them and 
what influence they wield.

References:

The Community Tool Box.
Dr. Dan Reiland’s - The Pastor’s Coach.
Jonathan Dodson’s – Lead Conference, 2009.
Jonathan Bellamy, Community Transformation
Benita Hewitt at Christian Research Consultancy
God and Politics In the UK – Feb., 2013
Sheila Bamber, “What Christians Can Do”, The Guardian, February 
2013
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Chapter 3

Developing a Strategy 
for Social Action
By Tunde Balogun

Strategy, it is widely agreed, is simply deciding what to do 
and what not to do. It is perhaps reassuring to recall that the 
Church historically has a track record of being a strategic actor in 
communities and nations across the world. This explains why the 
influence of the Church covered vital sectors such as education, 
social welfare, the law, and the economy. 

Drawing Up A Strategic Plan

The following insights may be useful in developing a strategic plan: 

Register your presence

Make your presence known by reaching out to key stakeholders, 
including those who may already be engaged in the type of initiative 
you are contemplating. This is an honourable way of building 
credibility and winning the trust of the community. 
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The initial response you get from this step may not always be 
positive. You may be rebuffed by people who probably see you 
as encroaching on their territory. This should not, however, 
discourage anyone committed to a social action agenda in a 
community. Let me share with you one example which involved 
two kinds of responses.

Overcoming Negative Responses

By the time we arrived in Uxbridge, London to start our church 
years ago, we were already extremely passionate about social action 
initiatives and knew that we would be utilising this tool to seek to 
add value to the lives of people in the community. So, one of the first 
things I did was to make a list of all the churches and organisations 
in the area that matter.

Of all the visits to announce and register our intentions, two responses 
still stand out till date in my heart. First, I remember that one of the 
pastors ‘barked’ at me as soon as I finished introducing myself and 
sharing the plan we had for the area. He said harshly, “Who gave 
you the right to come and start a church in Uxbridge? Who gave you 
the permission to choose the place you want to start having services?” 
Lastly, he said, “What gives you the impression that this area needs 
more churches?”

To this hostile reaction, my response was very simple and brief as 
we were in his sitting room. I thanked him for allowing me to come 
and see him and said I was sorry if I had upset him by anything I 
had said, adding however, that I did not realise I needed to take 
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permission or consult him that we wanted to start a church in the area 
and neither had I come to ask for anything from him to support us. 
I explained that it was only out of courtesy that I had come to him. I 
am happy to say that I left that day more determined and confident 
to pursue the assignment. I am even happier that beyond that initial 
experience, we eventually worked closely together and in fact have 
jointly organised events together till date.

Harnessing Positive Responses

One of the places on my list to visit was a couple (Geoff and 
Jan) who run the only Christian bookshop in Uxbridge called 
Maranatha Bookshop. The couple had met in Brunel University 
during their undergraduate course, started dating, decided to stay 
back in Uxbridge, got married and started the bookshop together 
as a ministry to support the Christian community of West London 
for over 30 years. 

I felt God was asking me to share in detail all of the vision we had 
with this couple. I did and spoke for about 25 minutes. When I had 
finished, Geoff took a strange, long look at me and then said “I believe 
that God sent you to Uxbridge”. He continued, saying that as I was 
speaking, he was praying and he felt the Holy Spirit say to him to 
respond to be by sharing two things with me:

(a) He passed on to me the personal mobile number of a key Anglican 
Church leader who I had been trying to meet. Geoff told me to call 
him and that he would invite me to a prayer meeting they held 
monthly for all the ministers and head of churches in the area. 
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That prayer meeting still carries on 10 years after I joined them 
and I can say it has been a very useful forum where we have all 
become friends seeking the good of our community. 

(b) Geoff also said that as I spoke that day, God told him to introduce 
to me an 84-year old Norwegian missionary by name of Milton, 
who had been coming once a year to Uxbridge from Norway 
for 3 days at a time just to pray for Uxbridge and the people of 
the community. Milton started this annual prayer mission to 
Uxbridge about 34 years ago after an encounter in Norway where 
God Spoke to him to go a town called Uxbridge near London and 
remind Christians there not to forget their mission. Every year 
Milton would come and share the good news in the Uxbridge 
Town Centre, go to a few of the churches to share his revelation 
and message, and depart for Norway till the following year. 

After I had heard this awesome deeply-kept secret of the 
community, I was introduced to Milton a few days later. By the 
time I telephoned him, the old missionary said he’d been expecting 
my call because a few days earlier, God told him in a dream to get 
pack his bags in readiness for a trip to Uxbridge. That was 2003. 
Strangely, Milton had not planned on travelling to Uxbridge 
that year because he was getting too old and could not afford it. 
Our church arranged his travel ticket and hotel accommodation. 
He arrived during the Easter period and we invited the entire 
Christian community to a Prayer vigil where we all came to 
listen to Milton share the message to everyone and we all prayed 
together. That night, I saw people lying on their faces, crying and 
asking for forgiveness for being lukewarm about sharing the 
gospel in our community. 
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Love Your Community 

The next step is to intentionally develop an emotional connection 
with your community. Your heart and emotions must become 
twinned with your mission field. The following steps may help 
you make that emotional connection:

• Take regular walks on the streets of your community
• Prayer-walk these streets, praying for the issues raised in your 

heart
• Visit the schools, hospitals, libraries, town centers, civic centers, 

etc
• Make an appointment to introduce yourself to your Councillors, 

Mayor, MP and other community leaders
• Read the local newspaper often for news and community events 
• Plan to personally attend or send representatives 
• Send your stories with pictures to your local newspaper and 

radio stations for media coverage
• Make friends with average community residents
• Read and get to know the history of your community and the 

people
• Ask people on the streets what the needs of the community 

are
• Seek cultural integration: learn their language, eat their 

food and dress like them to be seen as one of them not a 
stranger

• Expose your family, if applicable, to the community; never let 
your children live an insular lifestyle, devoid of any links and 
relationships with the children of your community
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Anyone for a Cuppa?

I never used to take tea before I came to the UK. So in my early days 
of arrival in the country, I was fond of declining offers of a cuppa. It 
was only much later, after close observation, that I discovered what I 
was missing out at some of those meetings and get-together functions 
where one is usually offered tea. What I discovered about the cuppa 
is this: there are no issues so difficult which cannot be discussed and 
resolved with an Englishman over a cup of tea. In fact, an invitation 
to a cup of tea is a priceless opportunity for friendship and bridge 
building. 

Let Your Church Feel and Recognise Your Passion for Your Community

The church leader must expose their church to the passion for 
social action in its day-to-day life. Make no mistake: if there isn’t 
intentionality here, the congregation will not imbibe a passion for 
social action. An average member first of all sees church as a place 
where their own needs are met. Hence, mission is not likely to be 
prioritised unless it is made important. 

When A Church Dies

Let me share an example of the tragic death of a formidable church in 
Uxbridge in the late 1980s. The Open Door church was a 400-member 
strong all-Caucasian Pentecostal church growing and making 
significant impact in the spiritual landscape of West London. Members 
of this church were mainly middle class and above. All was well with the 
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church until its leadership got into a passionate desire for social action. 

One of the pastors (Phil) shared this story to encourage me in our 
early days of getting to meet people on the ground in the mission 
f ield. He urged me not to listen to the lies making the rounds 
saying that Uxbridge is classif ied as “a church cemetery – where 
churches die”. I remembered having heard this comment in a couple 
of places, but no one had bothered to tell me the reason for this 
conclusion. Phil invited me for a teatime discussion and revealed 
to me this best-kept secret. He said it would never have happened 
but for the mistake the church leaders made.

He noted that nothing was wrong with discovering a passion 
for mission, and wanting to care for the needy and the homeless 
in an environment that you would classify as averagely 
comfortable or affluent in status. What they did do wrong was 
the implementation of the passion. Without selling the idea to the 
congregation and preparing them for this unfamiliar territory 
of mission f ield, the church quickly opened an Open Door Soup 
Kitchen for the homeless and invited them to come to church. In 
a short space of time, homeless people began to come into church 
in numbers. The affluent members of the church could not make 
the adjustment to the sudden changes in their midst and soon, 
many stopped coming to church. Dramatically and sadly, the 
church faded away and died, like it had never existed. 

Identify the Resources Available for Social Action in Your Church 

Identify those who are open to the idea of social action in your 
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church. Together, develop a project they can easily support, 
train them, equip them and release them. It is easier than 
persuading them to causes that they may have no interest in. 

Meeting The Needs of Your Community

Pray to discern the needs of your community. And pray to find 
the solution. There is a belief that the needs you are able to see are 
those you have the ability to solve. 

How To Manage Your Social Action Agenda?

Plan to have a Community Engagement Leader as soon as you 
can. In addition, build a team of enthusiastic people committed 
to social action instead of focusing on just one individual. In the 
long term, you may consider taking on a part or full-time person 
to oversee the church’s social action ministry. 
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Chapter 4

Training and Development 
for Social Action
By Oluwatoyin Laditi

“In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 
are wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it.” 
Marianne Williamson 

CHURCH SOCIAL ACTION PLAN HEALTH CHECK

A good starting point for training and development for social 
action is to carry out a Church Health Check. The Health Survey 
below can prove helpful because it would help assess your state 
of preparedness.

What is our congregation’s current view of outreach ministry? 
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What is the ratio of children (0-11) to adults?

What is the ratio of young people (12-21) to adults?

What is the ratio of the elderly (60+) to others (excluding children)?

Is there a department responsible for social outreach (not 
evangelism)?

What other ministries or groups are linked to outreach, e.g. prisons? 
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Is there a team or committee responsible for outreach?

How many outreach projects/events does your Church have each 
month?

Is your Church a member of your local Churches Together 
association?

Do you partner with any other non-RCCG Churches in your 
area? Which?
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Do you partner with any non-Church ministries e.g. Food Bank, 
Street Pastors, Healing on the Streets? Which ones?

What are the primary needs of your community?

Source: Adapted from Avery Dulles
http://elizaphanian.blogspot.co.uk/2011/08/models-of-church-after-
dulles.html 

We recommend a simple plan for you as you consider beginning 
social action through your church: the KFC Model. 

KFC is an acronym for:

• Know who you are
• Find out where you need to be; and 
• Change what is required to get you where you want to be

Training and developing leaders and followers is vital to enduring 
success in social outreach ministry. 
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Chapter 5

Building Strategic Partnerships 
for Social Action
By Yemi Adedeji

What is a ‘Partnership’?

A partnership is a collaborative agreement between two or more 
parties who are:

• Working together to achieve a common purpose
• Undertaking a specific task 
• Sharing risks, responsibilities, resources, competencies and 

benefits

What’s Different about Strategic Partnerships?

Strategic partnerships are formal alliances between two or more 
parties wherein each party possesses one or more leverage that 
will help the other. 

It is a relationship where one of the parties either lacks the capacity 
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for delivery in a certain endeavour or does not want to develop this 
capacity internally since it can readily benefit from this competence 
held by the other party.

The Rules of Engagement

Never enter into negotiations for strategic partnerships 
empty-handed.

Always position yourself or your organisation from the place of 
your specific competency or service.

The Dynamics of Strategic Engagement

Your strategic goal must be to also become an influential player 
in your community or sector; that is, ultimately become a Player 
in a Management Position.

The Theology of Strategic Partnerships

You must avoid the ‘Esau to Jacob Exchange’ strategy of engagement 
(Genesis 25:19 - 34). Esau lost his birth-right for the following 
reasons:  

• Poor understanding of his self-worth and value
• Settling for immediate gratification at the expense of long-term 

benefit
• Not counting the cost of relationships
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Joseph and the Butler’s Dream (Genesis 40)

In the well-known biblical story of Joseph and the Butler, the former, 
although in what would ordinarily appear to be in a disadvantaged 
position, negotiated strategically with the imprisoned King’s butler. 
This wise approach later paid off at the right time. We must enter 
into strategic partnerships with deep reflection and Godly wisdom.  

Types of Strategic Partnership

• Political - With Councillors, Mayors and the local MP’s
• Community  Initiatives - With Schools, hospitals, Prisons 

& Police,  Churches,  homeless, old people’s home and youth 
organisations

• Media - With the Press, Generic media outlets, PR and  other 
people of influence

• Festivals and events - By your participation and presence at 
National Christian festivals, civic and landmark ceremonies, etc.

• Collaboration - With Christian and charitable organisations
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Leveraging Strategic Partnerships

(Always think - What do I have to offer?)

Often, churches and their Pastors wrongly assume they have little 
to with which to negotiate. As a church, these are some examples 
of institutional assets:

• Ministry outlets - Prayer ministry, music, hospitality, etc.
• Being part of a larger denominational body - the numbers factor. 

As Aristotle said, “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” 
• Professional, gifted  and experienced human resource pool in 

your church
• Other Resources may include:
• Building facilities, car park, venue for events and conferences
• Generic Social initiatives within the church  
• Parishioners who can serve as Role Models, Skills transfer, 

Mentoring etc

Positioning for strategic partnership

Do Your Research Diligently

• Gather knowledge about  your community and its needs
• Match the needs of the community with what you can offer
• Have a SMART plan 
• Identify and approach key decision makers and gatekeepers, 

where necessary
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Making it Happen

Write, Invite and Visit

• Make yourself known to your local Councillor, MP’s and the 
Mayor. 

• Offer to be a Chaplain to different bodies in your community 
e.g. local Police, hospitals, prisons, etc 

• Visit local media houses and invite the editor around for a visit, etc
• Offer your facilities for local council events or seminars

How to Manage Strategic Meetings

• Present your ideas focussing more on what the other party can 
benefit from you.

• Talk less on what you are going to receive but what you have to 
offer.

• If the potential partner is not keen, keep the door open by using 
the opportunity to affirm their vision, cementing a personal 
relationship of future benefit.

Encouraging Others for Strategic Positioning

You can encourage your church members to work pro-bono in the 
community. For example:

• As Justice of Peace ( JPs) or magistrates if you live in the UK
• They may become politically active and vie for political offices
• Become School Governors and make themselves known to the 

local schools
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• Offer to be a Member, Trustee, Director for a charity/Community 
Based Organisations (CBOs)

• Attend local meetings of ‘Churches Together’ and volunteer 
themselves for leadership

Long Term Benefits of Strategic Partnerships

• Your church will become a governing church
• You will be actively involved in major decisions affecting your 

community
• You will become a community and influencing church
• You will have more opportunities for accessing grants and gifts 

from various donors

Ultimately the holistic gospel will be preached to all
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Chapter 6

Some Ideas for Social 
Action Projects
By Tunde Balogun

Here are a few sources of ideas for social action projects in your 
community.

The Hope Together UK Resource Handbook for Social Action 
This resource book is full of innovative ideas for churches to 
share the gospel in words and actions. The publication contains 
ideas which can be used whether you are a small group or a large 
church. The goal of Hope Together is that churches would find 
what social action projects work best for their congregations, 
resources and communities. It is a blueprint of how these ideas 
could be run successfully. You may purchase a copy by visiting 
http://www.hopetogether.org.uk for more information.

The Cinnamon Network
The Cinnamon Network works to assist churches in the UK to 
help people most at need in communities by strengthening the 
capacity of local churches for community transformation. Aside 
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from helping to promote community initiatives by churches, the 
Cinnamon Network provides micro grants of £2000 to any church 
that wants to start a recognised project. The network is a very 
useful forum where churches can find useful ideas for social action 
initiatives, partnerships and support. It is a recommended resource 
for those starting their journey into the world of social action. For 
more information, visit http://cinnamonnetwork.co.uk 

RCCG Social Action Group
The Social Action Group is the hub of the social action ministry in the 
Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG), United Kingdom. It 
has been advancing the mission’s social action agenda, encouraging 
RCCG churches to cultivate partnerships with organisations such 
as Hope Together UK and the Cinnamon Network in the pursuit 
of their community transformation efforts. One of its ongoing 
projects is to compile a compendium of the different social action 
initiatives and projects that have been successfully run within the 
RCCG network of churches. For enquiries regarding social action 
in the RCCG, please write Social Action Group in the Central 
Office or by email: socialaction@rccg.co.uk   

Other useful link: https://www.gov.uk/centre-for-social-action
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Chapter 7

Telling Your Story
By Morola Hayden

“If you don’t tell your story no one will know what you’ve done, and 
no one will attribute your good deeds to you, no one will know you did 
it, no one will know to give God the Glory for what you have done.  
He deserves the Glory, and you would have deprived Him of that.” 
(Morola Hayden 2013)

Why Tell Your Story?

Whatever is going on, wherever you are at as a church, good news 
is always good! Good news will always overshadow bad-press. 
A good story will not be put down. And no matter how many 
detractors (negatives) you may have encountered, somehow good 
news overshadows them any day.

If you are struggling to be noticed in your area, tell your story. 
If you want more people to find out about you, tell your story. 
In any case it is your story, it’s good, and it’s blowing your trumpet 
about the things you have done, the achievements you have made, 
the ways in which you have managed to make impact.
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In addition to all of that, telling your story makes you accountable. 
Accountable to the people you have told your story to, who will 
now start to watch out for what you will do next, because, now 
they expect it of you, they know they will benefit from whatever 
you do, and you wouldn’t want to disappoint them.

Telling your story gets you noticed and makes you attractive 
to others. No one wants to associate with those who are going 
nowhere. You want to be noticed, or known in your community? 
Share the good news of the things you are doing, and before you 
know it, people will beat a path to your doors.

What Stories Can You Tell?

• Any projects that you have carried out  in the community: 
- This should contain information about when you did it
- Why you did this particular project; how did you identify the 

need? 
- Who was it aimed at? (e.g. Youth, Single Parents, Pregnant 

Teenagers etc)
- How was the project funded (e.g. by an individual? from your 

local church purse? Local government funding? Etc)
- Which local dignitaries, if any, attended it?
- How many people actually attended?
- How did it make a difference to those who attended?
- How has it made a difference or impacted your community 

since then?
- What is the progression after this? i.e. what else are you 

planning following on from this or as a result of the further 
needs that this brought up?
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• Any visits of local/National/International dignitaries to your 
churches:
- Who is coming?
- What is the event?
- Time and date of the event
- Some background to the event, for instance, are you celebrating 

a landmark?  
- Why should people come?, etc
- Go on to include a mention about the various projects that 

your church is undertaking in the community (E.G Mums & 
Tots, Food bank, Business Start up training, Debt Counselling 
etc) 

- Information on what times and dates these various things 
happen

• Other notable happenings in your church:
- Your Pastor goes to tea with the Queen
- One of your members is elected to be a Councillor or is 

appointed to a notable committee
- And so on

Where Do You Tell Your Stories?

There are quite a lot of opportunities to propagate our good news 
that we don’t take advantage of. Many of them are actually free 
to us. Many are services that are looking for events like ours to 
fill their slots. Our goodness is the very essence of their profitable 
existence and we don’t have to pay for it. In fact they appreciate 
our providing it. Some suggestions of those who want our good 
news stories are:
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The local news and community news papers: - If you are placing an 
advert, ask them for an advertorial instead. More than likely you’ll 
get a half to 2/3 page spread instead of a quarter page, especially 
because you are paying something for the advert content. Ask even 
if it feels audacious, you don’t receive if you don’t ask. All it will 
cost you is the price of the advert.

The local news papers: Will accept editorial content from you, and 
particularly if it is accompanied with photographs of the event. They 
like good photos. However you need to ensure that the quality of 
the photograph is very good; so it is advisable to use professional 
photography, if you want to get your editorial content into the 
papers. In the alternative, if you inform the newspapers in good 
time about your community event, they are often happy to send 
their own photographer out for a few minutes to cover the event, 
especially if your mayor, Councillor or another notable figure is 
likely to be present at the event, or if the event is something that 
will bring communities together, or is to tackle an issue that is at 
the heart of your area.

Your Local Radio Station: Your local radio station is very interested 
in anything that the community is doing, because that is their focus, 
the immediate community. If it’s a community event and not for 
profit, you are likely to get air time free of charge, so you get free 
advertising for your event and for your Church. You could also ask 
for an interview slot, on a relevant programme, you could be a God 
sent for the programme producer who may have been struggling 
for local content for that slot. Take the chance, and be bold enough 
to ask. You have nothing to loose, and a lot to gain.
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Local BBC Sunday Programme: They will be very happy to grant 
you an interview and use it several times over the period before 
your event. They will come to the event and interview attendees 
if you allow them to do so, they will even be willing to interview 
you live on the programme via telephone if that is more accessible. 
They are always looking for input from the community.

Your Local Council for Voluntary Action (CVA): Your local CVA 
will have a monthly or Bi- monthly newsletter that goes out into 
the community with News of local events that have taken place 
successfully and or information about what’s happening locally. 
This is a vital resource that you need to make use of and get into. 
The local CVA officer/community worker is a necessary contact 
for you. They know what’s going on, and will tell other people 
about your event and the things that you are doing, and they will 
tell you what others are doing.

Social Media: In today’s world, no organisation will survive very 
long if it has not moved into the Social Media age. You MUST 
use social media. Face book, Twitter, You Tube, Linkedin, Google+, 
email, etc. Most importantly have a good website, and make sure 
you keep your news pages updated and interesting, ensure it is 
search engine optimised, keep the world around you informed 
about what you are doing.

Produce And Distribute Your Own Community Newsletter: You 
can have both hardcopy and e-versions. Fill this with positive news 
of things you are doing. Turn it into a community newspaper by 
asking other groups, Churches and likeminded organisations to 
contribute articles and their own news items also to it. Of course, 
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ensure that the news it carries is predominantly yours. The added 
advantage is that others will also be helping you send out that 
good news as they distribute your newsletter to people in their own 
networks. This is Serious “NETWEAVING” and very productive. 
Your news gets into the hands of, and becomes known to people 
you may never have met.

Finally, whatever medium you decide to use, be positive about 
yourself and your project. You are God’s gift to your community, 
sent there to be a light, so share the good news, SHINE!!!!
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Chapter 8

A Social Action Success Story
By Modupe Afolabi

‘He’s Been to London to See The Queen’ 

An Interview with Pastor Olumide Aleshinloye of RCCG

This is a story of how one man’s humble social action in his 
community took him, quite unexpectedly, to Buckingham Palace in 
London to see the Queen! Pastor Olumide Aleshinloye of Amazing 
Grace Chapel, Kingston-upon-Hull shares his story in his own 
words in this interview by Prince Ekpemandu on behalf of RCCG 
UK Central Office. It is just one instance out of many involving 
our pastors and members in RCCG churches nationwide. A 
detailed compendium of such stories is the focus of a forthcoming 
publication.  

Q: Please introduce yourself and your church

A: I am Olumide Isaac Aleshinloye, parish pastor of Amazing Grace 
Chapel, Kingston-upon-Hull, United Kingdom.
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Q: Can you tell us about your Social Action project and what inspired 
you to embark on it?

A: We were compelled by Matthew 25, and encouraged by Pastor Agu 
Irukwu, who urged us to reach out to the community. After about 4-5 
years, we found that the church was losing members and it was as if the 
church was becoming a social gathering. At this point the Lord laid it 
upon my heart to visit the City Council (Hull City Council); we got the 
list of all the Care Homes. The Lord also laid it in my heart to reach out 
to these homes at least once a month. We choose a Care Home each month 
and visit with gifts, becoming a blessing to them in any way we can.
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Q: How long have you been doing it and how has it impacted your 
community?

A: About 4-and-a- half years now. This project has impacted the 
community in such a way that we have been recognised as a real blessing. 
Each time we visited a Care Home, we took groceries, toiletries and 
clothing. This we did for 2 years and then one fateful day after my 
morning devotion, I realised that we had lots of homeless and jobless 
of people on the streets. The Lord laid it upon my heart to get partners 
within the parish who will join me to reach out to them. We then went 
on air by free advert on the radio stations requesting for the first 100 
families to come up to receive free vouchers to use in any Tesco or Asda 
shops. This went on for about a year until we came to the current project 
called Soup Kitchen whereby we feed 50-60 people every Saturday 
without funding from anybody, organisation or charity. This we have 
been doing for over a year and a half. In the course of this project some 
have given their lives to Christ, some are off the streets now, some are 
off drugs and shoplifting, all to the glory of God. This vision has also 
birthed a parish which holds her services on Sunday evenings ... for those 
who were part of our Soup Kitchen Outreach on Saturday evening.

In the course of these projects, we gave out feedback forms in order to 
assess the level of our impact. To the glory of God, people said that the 
venture was one in a million, as they were amazed that a church could 
give out free vouchers to people they don’t know.   

Q: How did you raise financial and human resources for such a big 
project?

A: We have enjoyed enormous favour from the Lord Himself in the 
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sense that the way I approach issues that pertain to me and the church 
is, taking one step at a time. I remember four years ago when the Lord 
laid it on my heart to go to the Council and find out about Care Homes, 
I approached the leadership of the church and shared it with them 
emphasising that we would start small, with the available resources 
that we had then. So, starting with £50 worth of groceries for each Care 
Home we visited, we increased it to £60, then £80 and later £100.

For the second phase of the project, when we requested 100 families to 
come up for free £20 vouchers in church on a particular Sunday, knowing 
that 85% of our parishioners were students of the University of Hull, 
what we did was make an announcement for donations of £20 per 
person. We were able to raise over £2,000 in less than 2 weeks. I also 
want to celebrate the leadership of my parish; they were solidly behind 
me all the way. I must also add that before I would ask my members 
to give me £100 for instance, I and my family would have given £40 
because I believe in sacrificial giving.

Q: What challenges have you faced and how did you overcome them?

A: The main challenge we faced was financing the project. The church 
leadership, members of the hospitality team and I all made sacrificial 
donations financially every week. Sometimes people went out of their 
way to bring in food items to the church privately just to support the 
work.

The second challenge we had was that the people on the streets we reached 
out to, having been there for long had developed some bad habits and 
some of them made away with some equipment belonging to the church. 
Once, the entrance of the church was broken into. However, we did not 
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allow any of these to deter us from the vision that God gave to us. We 
are focused and we are forging ahead by His grace. 

 
Q: You were recently given an award by Her Majesty. Can you tell us 
how this noble recognition happened?

A year  after we began the first phase of our community project, I got 
an email from a charity requesting us to put up an application for the 
Queen’s Award in recognition of our work. I did not know anything 
about that at all. We put up the application but it was turned down, 
reason being that the project had not been tested over time as it was 
less than a year. We were also told that if we were consistent, someone 
would get back to us in due course. We left the situation that way and 
then continued. Three years later, I went for a personal retreat in Nigeria 
in January, and while I was there I got an email from someone I had 
never met before saying that they had noticed a tremendous progress in 
the church, as we had moved to our permanent site at this time and the 
soup kitchen had really grown bigger than when it started. He further 
iterated that he had been instructed by the Lord Lieutenants to visit our 
project site and find out what we were doing because they had heard 
so much about the church and its impact in the community, hence they 
wanted to revisit the application we made four years previously. He came 
to our parish, interviewed me and also came to our Soup Kitchen event 
on the day scheduled for it. He was so impressed and the rest is history.

Few weeks later we got a letter that we had been nominated for the 
Queen’s Award. Weeks after that I was contacted to nominate three other 
church leaders to join me at the Queen’s Garden Party at Buckingham 
Palace on the 22nd of May, 2013 which to the glory of God coincided 
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with my 20th wedding anniversary. Accompanied by my wife and two 
leaders of the church, it was a wonderful experience indeed.

While we were having a nice time the garden, one of the chamberlains 
suddenly walked up to us and said “Where are you guys from?” and I told 
him that we were from Hull. And he said “I am not promising you but 
it is possible that you may likely meet with the Queen”. And that was it!

Q: What would be your recommendation to the RCCG and your advice 
to fellow pastors in the mission?

A: First, I would like to say a big thank you to the leadership of RCCG 
in the UK. My recommendation is this: the time has come for us to look 
beyond the four walls of our own national communities and take this 
land on a big scale. We bless God for what he is using the Festival of 
Life to do in London particularly, but I think it is also time for us to 
reach out to the Caucasians who own this land.

I would also encourage them to stay focused on their vision. But for 
vision and the grace of God, I could have left Hull by now because it 
is regarded as a deprived area, with a high student turn over and this 
has affected us for the past nine years. An average of 25 to 30 people 
leaving us every year has been a great source of concern. However, we 
are focused on what God has asked us to do.
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Frequently Asked Questions
By Oluwatoyin Laditi

• Is there any difference between Evangelism & Social Action?

 Their purpose is the same: to show the love of God to the world. The 
difference lies in the approach to achieving this goal. Evangelism, 
as it is largely understood amongst Evangelicals, Charismatics and 
Pentecostals involves preaching the good news of God’s love to 
others with the object of conversion. For Christians, social action 
is activity or work carried out to show Godly compassion to others 
through meaningful and measurable activity.

• My Church is not interested in community action but I am. 
What can I do?

 Pray about this and if possible, start a project you can safely 
manage on your own. Communicate your progress regularly to 
your pastor and invite your pastor or leaders to some community 
activities in your local area in the hope that they may eventually 
be won over.  

• Local community events sometimes clash with church 
programmes. As a member, how do I deal with this, as I 
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would like to attend the community programmes.

 Depending on what the community programme is, communicate 
to your pastor or leaders ahead of time, especially if you have 
a role to play in both programmes. It may not be advisable, 
however, to miss annual church programmes. The ground rule 
is to carry your spiritual leaders along and get their consent for 
your social action activity.

• Is it mandatory for every Christian to take part in social action?

 It is mandatory for every Christian to be a witness for Jesus 
Christ both verbally and in action. Love in Word and deed. 
Faith without works is dead, the Bible says. 

• What is the difference between Social Action & Community 
Outreach?

 They mean the same thing, although social action can transcend 
community action which is more commonly understood at 
local level. Social action can take place on a much bigger scale, 
sometimes nationally and even internationally. 

• I have tried reaching out to my neighbours but with little 
success. What do I do?

 Pray for them REGULARLY and remain friendly. Take advantage of 
opportunities like Christmas, Easter and other national celebrations 
to reach out to them with simple gifts such as chocolates, flowers, 
cakes, etc. Avoid the temptation to be too zealous.  
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• How do I find Christians in my local area to network with?

 Your library would have a list of churches in the area. Churches, 
especially the traditional ones, are often the hub of social activity. 
Striking a relationship with one church will lead to meeting other 
networks of Christians. Join the Churches Together association where 
you live or worship. Organisations such as the Evangelical Alliance 
are also very helpful for networking and developing partnerships

• People of other cultures don’t seem to understand my accent. 
Do I have to change my accent?

 Not necessarily; but if you find that improving your grammar, 
diction and communication skills will help, please do so! 

• I can’t seem to find time for getting involved with the 
community. What can I do?

 A lot, but take one step at a time. Prioritise and create time for 
what is important to you and the Church. If you are the pastor, 
you can also find someone who is passionate about community 
action and train them to take on this assignment. 

• How far do I go to build relationships with people for the 
gospel’s sake?

 As long as you do not compromise your Christian values. 
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The Social Action Group
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